FOR WIRE RANGES #16 AWG TO #6 AWG.

NOTES:
1. SPRING/HOUSING ASSEMBLIES ARE UL RECOGNIZED
   PER FILE E26226, CSA CERTIFIED PER LR25154
2. HOUSINGS ARE KEYED TO ONLY ALLOW MATING WITH
   THE SAME COLOR HOUSING, EXCEPT FOR THE BLACK HOUSING,
   WHICH MATES WITH THE GRAY HOUSING AND OTHER
   CUSTOMER SPECIFIC CONNECTORS.
3. FOR ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS, SEE DOCUMENT 1S1030A
4. HOUSING ASSEMBLIES ACCOMODATE ANDERSON CONTACTS
   MATED PAIR

TITLE
APPROVALS

ANDERSON POWER PRODUCTS

COLOR | P/N | MAT'L | TEXT
GRAY   | 992 P992 | PC | BLANK
RED    | 992G1 P992G1 | PC | BLANK
BLACK  | 992G2 P992G2 | PC | BLANK
BLUE   | 992G4 P992G4 | PC | BLANK
YELLOW | 992G5 P992G5 | PC | BLANK
GREEN  | 992G6 P992G6 | PC | BLANK
ORANGE | 992G7 P992G7 | PC | BLANK
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       PER FILE E26226, CSA CERTIFIED PER LR25154
2. HOUSINGS ARE KEYED TO ONLY ALLOW MATING WITH
   THE SAME COLOR HOUSING, EXCEPT FOR THE BLACK HOUSING,
   WHICH MATES WITH THE GRAY HOUSING AND OTHER
   CUSTOMER SPECIFIC CONNECTORS.
3. FOR ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS, SEE DOCUMENT 1S1030A
4. HOUSING ASSEMBLIES ACCOMODATE ANDERSON CONTACTS

NOTATION.
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MATED PAIR

SEE TABLE
FOR RAISED TEXT

DIMENSIONS ARE IN:
DECIMALS (INCH)   DECIMALS (MM)   ANGLES
XX ± .02  X ± .5  90°

SURFACE FINISH:
MACHINED
MOLDED

MATERIAL:
SPRINGS - STAINLESS STEEL
HOUSINGS - SEE TABLE

FINISH:
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